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Modbus Communications

Introduction

The Modbus protocol is a master-slave protocol that allows for one, and only one, 

master to request responses from slaves, or to act based on the request. Each slave 

must have a unique address. The master can address individual slaves, or can 

initiate a broadcast message to all slaves. Slaves return a message (response) to 

queries that are addressed to them individually. Responses are not returned to 

broadcast queries from the master.

Hardware Configuration

A Modbus link can be established on either the EIA RS232 or EIA RS485 port and 

can run on as many as two communications ports at a time. Each of these ports can 

be assigned its own Modbus address, using system bit %S101 and system words 

%SW101 and %SW102 (see page 702).

The table below lists the devices that can be used:

CAUTION
UNEXPECTED EQUIPMENT OPERATION 

Be sure that there is only one Modbus master controller on the bus and that 

each Modbus slave has a unique address.

Be sure that all Modbus slaves have unique addresses.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment damage.

Device Port Specifications

TWDLC•A10/16/24DRF, 

TWDLC••40DRF, 

TWDLMDA20/40DTK, 

TWDLMDA20DRT

1 Base controller supporting a 3-wire EIA RS485 port with 

a miniDIN connector.

TWDLEDCK1 1 Base controller equipped with non-isolated EIA RS485 

type, maximum length limited to 200 m.

Note: The following configuration options are not 

possible

7 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit

8 bit, even parity, 2 stop bits

8 bit, odd parity, 2 stop bits

TWDNOZ232D 2 Communication module equipped with a 3-wire EIA 

RS232 port with a miniDIN connector.

Note: This module is only available for the Modular 

controllers. When the module is attached, the controller 

cannot have an Operator Display expansion module.
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NOTE: The presence and configuration (RS232 or RS485) of Port 2 is checked at 

power-up or at reset by the firmware executive program.

Nominal Cabling

Nominal cable connections are illustrated below for both the EIA RS232 and the EIA 

RS485 types. 

NOTE: If port 1 is used on the Twido controller, the DPT signal on pin 5 must be tied 

to the circuit common (COM) on pin 7. This signifies to the Twido controller that the 

communications through port 1 is Modbus and is not the protocol used to 

communicate with the TwidoSuite software.

TWDNOZ485D 2 Communication module equipped with a 3-wire EIA 

RS485 port with a miniDIN connector.

Note: This module is only available for the Modular 

controllers. When the module is attached, the controller 

cannot have an Operator Display expansion module.

TWDNOZ485T 2 Communication module equipped with a 3-wire EIA 

RS485 port with a terminal.

Note: This module is only available for the Modular 

controllers. When the module is attached, the controller 

cannot have an Operator Display expansion module.

TWDNAC232D 2 Communication adapter equipped with a 3-wire EIA 

RS232 port with a miniDIN connector.

Note: This adapter is only available for the Compact 16, 

24 and 40 I/O controllers and the Operator Display 

expansion module.

TWDNAC485D 2 Communication adapter equipped with a 3-wire EIA 

RS485 port with a miniDIN connector.

Note: This adapter is only available for the Compact 16, 

24 and 40 I/O controllers and the Operator Display 

expansion module.

TWDNAC485T 2 Communication adapter equipped with a 3-wire EIA 

RS485 port with a terminal connector.

Note: This adapter is only available for the Compact 16, 

24 and 40 I/O controllers and the Operator Display 

expansion module.

TWDXCPODM 2 Operator Display expansion module equipped with a 3-

wire EIA RS232 port with a miniDIN connector, a 3-wire 

EIA RS485 port with a miniDIN connector and a 3-wire 

EIA RS485 port with a terminal.

Note: This module is only available for the Modular 

controllers. When the module is attached, the controller 

cannot have a Communication expansion module.

Device Port Specifications
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NOTE: For the TWDLEDCK1 Twido Extreme controller, if Modbus is used for 

programming then the communication strap contact (pin 22) must be disconnected. 

If 0V is applied to this contact (pin 22) this indicates to the Twido controller that 

communication through port 1 is not the protocol used to communicate with the 

TwidoSuite software.

The cable connections made to each remote device are shown below.

Software Configuration

To configure the controller to use a serial connection to send and receive characters 

using the Modbus protocol, you must:

Step Description

1 Configure the serial port for Modbus using TwidoSuite.1

2 Create in your application a transmission/reception table that will be used by 

the EXCHx instruction.

1The following configuration options are not possible for the Twido Extreme PLC 

(TWDLEDCK1):

7 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit

8 bit, even parity, 2 stop bits

8 bit, odd parity, 2 stop bits
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Configuring the Port

A Twido controller can use its primary port 1 or an optionally configured port 2 to use 

the Modbus protocol. (The Twido Extreme PLC (TWDLEDCK1) has only one serial 

port.) To configure a serial port for Modbus:

Step Action

1 Define any additional communication adapters or modules configured to the 

base.

2 Declare the Modbus network in the Describe step of TwidoSuite (refer How to 

Create a Network (Modbus example).

3 Select Port 1 (or Port 2 if installed) to configure in the Describe window (refer 

Configure an Object.

4  To configure the Modbus element, use any of the two methods:

Click the Configure icon from the toolbar then select the Modbus element in 

the describe graphic,

Double click the Modbus element in the describe graphic.

5 To bring up the Feature dialog box associated to the Modbus link hardware 

parameters, use any of the two methods:

Click the Configure icon from the toolbar then select the Modbus link in the 

describe graphic,

Double click the Modbus link in the describe graphic.

6 Configure the Feature dialog box that appears, as explained in the subsequent 

steps:.

7 Select Modbus in the Protocol :Type box.

8 Set the associated communication parameters.

The following configuration options are not possible for the Twido Extreme 

PLC (TWDLEDCK1):

7 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit

8 bit, even parity, 2 stop bits

8 bit, odd parity, 2 stop bits
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Modbus Master

Modbus master mode allows the controller to send a Modbus query to a slave, and 

to wait for the response. The Modbus Master mode is only supported via the EXCHx 

instruction. Both Modbus ASCII and RTU are supported in Modbus Master mode.

The maximum size of the transmitted and/or received frames is 250 bytes. 

Moreover, the word table associated with the EXCHx instruction is composed of the 

control, transmission and reception tables.

NOTE: In addition to queries to invidual slaves, the Modbus master controller can 

initiate a broadcast query to all slaves. The command byte in case of a boradcast 

query must be set to 00, while the slave address must be set to 0.

Control table

The Length byte contains the length of the transmission table (maximum 250 

bytes), which is overwritten by the number of characters received at the end of the 

reception, if reception is requested.

This parameter is the length in bytes of the transmission table. If the Tx Offset 

parameter is equal to 0, this parameter will be equal to the length of the transmission 

frame. If the Tx Offset parameter is not equal to 0, one byte of the transmission table 

(indicated by the offset value) will not be transmitted and this parameter is equal to 

the frame length itself plus 1.

The Command byte in case of Modbus RTU request (except for broadcast) must 

always equal to 1 (Tx and Rx).

The Tx Offset byte contains the rank (1 for the first byte, 2 for the second byte, and 

so on) within the Transmission Table of the byte to ignore when transmitting the 

bytes. This is used to handle the issues associated with byte/word values within the 

Modbus protocol. For example, if this byte contains 3, the third byte would be 

ignored, making the fourth byte in the table the third byte to be transmitted.

Most significant byte Least significant byte

Control table Command Length (Transmission/Reception)

Reception offset Transmission offset

Transmission table Transmitted Byte 1 Transmitted Byte 2

... ...

... Transmitted Byte n

Transmitted Byte n+1

Reception table Received Byte 1 Received Byte 2

... ...

... Received Byte p

Received Byte p+1
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The Rx Offset byte contains the rank (1 for the first byte, 2 for the second byte, and 

so on) within the Reception Table to add when transmitting the packet. This is used 

to handle the issues associated with byte/word values within the Modbus protocol. 

For example, if this byte contains 3, the third byte within the table would be filled with 

a ZERO, and the third byte which was actually received would be entered into the 

fourth location in the table.

Transmission/reception tables

When using either mode (Modbus ASCII or Modbus RTU), the Transmission table 

is filled with the request prior to executing the EXCHx instruction. At execution time, 

the controller determines what the Data Link Layer is, and performs all conversions 

necessary to process the transmission and response. Start, end, and check 

characters are not stored in the Transmission/Reception tables.

Once all bytes are transmitted, the controller switches to reception mode and waits 

to receive any bytes. 

Reception is completed in one of several ways: 

timeout on a character or frame has been detected,

end of frame character(s) received in ASCII mode,

the Reception table is full.

Transmitted byte X entries contain Modbus protocol (RTU encoding) data that is to 

be transmitted. If the communications port is configured for Modbus ASCII, the 

correct framing characters are appended to the transmission. The first byte contains 

the device address (specific or broadcast), the second byte contains the function 

code, and the rest contain the information associated with that function code.

NOTE: This is a typical application, but does not define all the possibilities. No 

validation of the data being transmitted will be performed.

Received Bytes X contain Modbus protocol (RTU encoding) data that is to be 

received. If the communications port is configured for Modbus ASCII, the correct 

framing characters are removed from the response. The first byte contains the 

device address, the second byte contains the function code (or response code), and 

the rest contain the information associated with that function code.

NOTE: This is a typical application, but does not define all the possibilities. No 

validation of the data being received will be performed, except for checksum 

verification.

Modbus Slave

Modbus slave mode allows the controller to respond to standard Modbus queries 

from a Modbus master.

When TSX PCX1031 cable is attached to the controller, TwidoSuite 

communications are started at the port, temporarily disabling the communications 

mode that was running prior to the cable being connected.
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The Modbus protocol supports two Data Link Layer formats: ASCII and RTU. Each 

is defined by the Physical Layer implementation, with ASCII using 7 data bits, and 

RTU using 8 data bits.

When using Modbus ASCII mode, each byte in the message is sent as two ASCII 

characters. The Modbus ASCII frame begins with a start character (’:’), and can end 

with two end characters (CR and LF). The end of frame character defaults to 0x0A 

(line feed), and the user can modify the value of this byte during configuration. The 

check value for the Modbus ASCII frame is a simple two’s complement of the frame, 

excluding the start and end characters.

Modbus RTU mode does not reformat the message prior to transmitting; however, 

it uses a different checksum calculation mode, specified as a CRC.

The Modbus Data Link Layer has the following limitations:

Address 1-247

Bits: 128 bits on request

Words: 125 words of 16 bits on request

Message Exchange

The language offers two services for communication:

EXCHx instruction: to transmit/receive messages

%MSGx Function Block: to control the message exchanges.

The Twido controller uses the protocol configured for that port when processing an 

EXCHx instruction. 

NOTE: Each communications port can be configured for different protocols or the 

same. The EXCHx instruction or %MSGx function block for each communications 

port is accessed by appending the port number (1 or 2).

EXCHx Instruction

The EXCHx instruction allows the Twido controller to send and/or receive 

information to/from Modbus devices. The user defines a table of words (%MWi:L) 

containing control information and the data to be sent and/or received (up to 250 

bytes in transmission and/or reception). The format for the word table is described 

earlier.

A message exchange is performed using the EXCHx instruction:

The Twido controller must finish the exchange from the first EXCHx instruction 

before a second can be launched. The %MSGx function block must be used when 

sending several messages.
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The processing of the EXCHx list instruction occurs immediately, with any 

transmissions started under interrupt control (reception of data is also under 

interrupt control), which is considered background processing.

%MSGx Function Block

The use of the %MSGx function block is optional; it can be used to manage data 

exchanges. The %MSGx function block has three purposes:

Communications error checking

The error checking verifies that the parameter L (length of the Word table) 

programmed with the EXCHx instruction is large enough to contain the length of 

the message to be sent. This is compared with the length programmed in the 

least significant byte of the first word of the word table.

Coordination of multiple messages

To ensure the coordination when sending multiple messages, the %MSGx 

function block provides the information required to determine when transmission 

of a previous message is complete.

Transmission of priority messages

The %MSGx function block allows current message transmissions to be stopped 

in order to allow the immediate sending of an urgent message.

The %MSGx function block has one input and two outputs associated with it:

Limitations

It is important to note the following limitations:

Port 2 presence and configuration (RS232 or RS485) is checked at power-up or 

reset

Any message processing on Port 1 is aborted when the TwidoSuite is connected

EXCHx or %MSG can not be processed on a port configured as Remote Link

EXCHx aborts active Modbus Slave processing

Processing of EXCHx instructions is not re-tried in the event of an error

Reset input (R) can be used to abort EXCHx instruction reception processing

EXCHx instructions can be configured with a time out to abort reception

Multiple messages are controlled via %MSGx.D

Input/Output Definition Description

R Reset input Set to 1: re-initializes communication or resets 

block (%MSGx.E = 0 and %MSGx.D = 1).

%MSGx.D Communication 

complete

0: request in progress.

1: communication done if end of transmission, 

end character received, error, or reset of block.

%MSGx.E Error 0: message length OK and link OK.

1: if bad command, table incorrectly configured, 

incorrect character received (speed, parity, and 

so on.), or reception table full.
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Error and Operating Mode Conditions

If an error occurs when using the EXCHx instruction, bits %MSGx.D and %MSGx.E 

are set to 1 and system word %SW63 contains the error code for Port 1, and 

%SW64 contains the error code for Port 2.

Master Controller Restart

If a master/slave controller restarts, one of the following events happens:

A cold start (%S0 = 1) forces a re-initialization of the communications.

A warm start (%S1 = 1) forces a re-initialization of the communications.

In Stop mode, the controller stops all Modbus communications.

Modbus Link Example 1

To configure a Modbus Link, you must:

1. Configure the hardware.1

2. Connect the Modbus communications cable.

3. Configure the port.

4. Write an application.

5. Initialize the Animation Table Editor.

The diagrams below illustrate the use of Modbus request code 3 to read a slave’s 

output words. This example uses two Twido Controllers.

System 

Words

Use

%SW63 EXCH1 error code:

0 - operation was successful

1 – number of bytes to be transmitted is too great (> 250)

2 - transmission table too small

3 - word table too small

4 - receive table overflowed

5 - time-out elapsed

6 - transmission

7 - bad command within table

8 - selected port not configured/available

9 - reception error

10 - can not use %KW if receiving

11 - transmission offset larger than transmission table

12 - reception offset larger than reception table

13 - controller stopped EXCH processing

%SW64 EXCH2 error code: See %SW63.
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1The following configuration options are not possible for the Twido Extreme PLC 

(TWDLEDCK1):

7 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit

8 bit, even parity, 2 stop bits

8 bit, odd parity, 2 stop bits

Step 1: Configure the Hardware:

The hardware configuration is two Twido controllers. One will be configured as the 

Modbus Master and the other as the Modbus Slave. 

NOTE: In this example, each controller is configured to use EIA RS485 on Port 1 

and an optional EIA RS485 Port 2. On a Modular controller, the optional Port 2 can 

be either a TWDNOZ485D or a TWDNOZ485T, or if you use TWDXCPODM, it can 

be either a TWDNAC485D or a TWDNAC485T. On a Compact controller, the 

optional Port 2 can be either a TWDNAC485D or a TWDNAC485T. The 

Twido Extreme TWDLEDCK1 controller has only one serial port and thus does not 

have a Port 2.

To configure each controller, connect the TSX PCX1031 cable to Port 1 of the 

controller.

NOTE: The TSX PCX1031 can only be connected to one controller at a time, on 

RS485 EIA port 1 only.

Next, connect the cable to the COM 1 port of the PC. Be sure that the cable is in 

switch position 2. Download and monitor the application. Repeat procedure for 

second controller.
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Step 2: Connect the Modbus Communications Cable:

The wiring in this example demonstrates a simple point to point connection. The 

three signals D1(A+), D0(B-), and COM(0V) are wired according to the diagram.

If using Port 1 of the Twido controller, the DPT signal (pin 5) must be tied to circuit 

common (pin 7). This conditioning of DPT determines if TwidoSuite is connected. 

When tied to the ground, the controller will use the port configuration set in the 

application to determine the type of communication.

For the TWDLEDCK1 Twido Extreme controller, if Modbus is used for programming 

then the communication strap contact (pin 22) must be disconnected. If 0V is applied 

to this contact (pin 22) this indicates to the Twido controller that communication 

through port 1 is not the protocol used to communicate with the TwidoSuite software.

Step 3: Port Configuration1:
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1The following configuration options are not possible for the Twido Extreme PLC 

(TWDLEDCK1):

7 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit

8 bit, even parity, 2 stop bits

8 bit, odd parity, 2 stop bits

In both master and slave applications, the optional EIA RS485 ports are configured. 

Ensure that the controller’s communication parameters are modified in Modbus 

protocol and at different addresses. 

In this example, the master is set to an address of 1 and the slave to 2. The number 

of bits is set to 8, indicating that we will be using Modbus RTU mode. If this had been 

set to 7, then we would be using Modbus-ASCII mode. The only other default 

modified was to increase the response timeout to 1 second.

NOTE: Since Modbus RTU mode was selected, the "End of Frame" parameter was 

ignored.

Step 4: Write the application:

Using TwidoSuite, an application program is written for both the master and the 

slave. For the slave, we simply write some memory words to a set of known values. 

In the master, the word table of the EXCHx instruction is initialized to read 4 words 

from the slave at Modbus address 2 starting at location %MW0.

NOTE: Notice the use of the RX offset set in %MW1 of the Modbus master. The 

offset of three will add a byte (value = 0) at the third position in the reception area of 

the table. This aligns the words in the master so that they fall correctly on word 

boundaries. Without this offset, each word of data would be split between two words 

in the exchange block. This offset is used for convenience.

Before executing the EXCH2 instruction, the application checks the communication 

bit associated with %MSG2. Finally, the error status of the %MSG2 is sensed and 

stored on the first output bit on the local base controller I/O. Additional error checking 

using %SW64 could also be added to make this more accurate.
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Step 5:Initialize the animation table editor in the master:

After downloading and setting each controller to run, open an animation table on the 

master. Examine the response section of the table to check that the response code 

is 3 and that the correct number of bytes was read. Also in this example, note that 

the words read from the slave (beginning at %MW7) are aligned correctly with the 

word boundaries in the master.

Modbus Link Example 2

The diagram below illustrates the use of Modbus request 16 to write output words to 

a slave. This example uses two Twido Controllers.

Step 1: Configure the Hardware:

The hardware configuration is identical to the previous example.
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Step 2: Connect the Modbus Communications Cable (RS485):

The Modbus communications cabling is identical to the previous example.

Step 3: Port Configuration:

The port configurations are identical to those in the previous example.
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Step 4: Write the application:

Using TwidoSuite, an application program is created for both the master and the 

slave. For the slave, write a single memory word %MW18. This will allocate space 

on the slave for the memory addresses from %MW0 through %MW18. Without 

allocating the space, the Modbus request would be trying to write to locations that 

did not exist on the slave. 

In the master, the word table of the EXCH2 instruction is initialized to read 4 bytes 

to the slave at Modbus address 2 at the address %MW16 (10 hexadecimal).

NOTE: Notice the use of the TX offset set in %MW1 of the Modbus master 

application. The offset of seven will suppress the high byte in the sixth word (the 

value 00 hexadecimal in %MW5). This works to align the data values in the 

transmission table of the word table so that they fall correctly on word boundaries.

Before executing the EXCH2 instruction, the application checks the communication 

bit associated with %MSG2. Finally, the error status of the %MSG2 is sensed and 

stored on the first output bit on the local base controller I/O. Additional error checking 

using %SW64 could also be added to make this more accurate.
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Step 5:Initialize the Animation Table Editor:

Create the following animation table on the master:

Create the following animation table on the slave:

After downloading and setting each controller to run, open an animation table on the 

slave controller. The two values in %MW16 and %MW17 are written to the slave. In 

the master, the animation table can be used to examine the reception table portion 

of the exchange data. This data displays the slave address, the response code, the 

first word written, and the number of words written starting at %MW8 in the example 

above.
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Standard Modbus Requests

Introduction

These requests are used to exchange memory words or bits between remote 

devices. The table format is the same for both RTU and ASCII modes.

Modbus Master: Read N Bits

The following table represents requests 01 and 02.

(*) This byte also receives the length of the string transmitted after response

Format Reference number

Bit %Mi

Word %MWi

Table

Index

Most significant byte Least significant byte

Control table 0 01 

(Transmission/reception)

06 (Transmission length) (*)

1 03 (Reception offset) 00 (Transmission offset)

Transmission 

table

2 Slave@(1..247) 01 or 02 (Request code)

3 Address of the first bit to read

4 N1 = Number of bits to read

Reception table 

(after response)

5 Slave@(1..247) 01 or 02 (Response code)

6 00 (byte added by Rx 

Offset action)

N2 

= Number of data bytes to read

= [1+(N1-1)/8], 

where [] means integral part

7 Value of the 1st byte 

(value = 00 or 01)

Value of the 2nd byte (if N1>1)

8 Value of the 3rd byte 

(if N1>1)

...

(N2/2)+6 (if 

N2 is even)

(N2/2+1)+6 

(if N2 is odd

Value of the N2 th byte (if 

N1>1)
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Modbus Master: Read N Words

The following table represents requests 03 and 04.

(*) This byte also receives the length of the string transmitted after response

NOTE: The Rx offset of three will add a byte (value = 0) at the third position in the 

reception table. This ensures a good positioning of the number of bytes read and of 

the read words’ values in this table.

Modbus Master: Write Bit

This table represents Request 05.

Table

Index

Most significant byte Least significant byte

Control table 0 01 

(Transmission/reception)

06 (Transmission length) (*)

1 03 (Reception Offset) 00 (Transmission offset)

Transmission table 2 Slave@(1..247) 03 or 04 (Request code)

3 Address of the first word to read

4 N = Number of words to read

Reception table 

(after response)

5 Slave@(1..247) 03 or 04 (Response code)

6 00 (byte added by Rx 

Offset action)

2*N (number of bytes read)

7 First word read

8 Second word read (if N>1)

...

N+6 Word N read (if N>2)

Table

Index

Most significant byte Least significant byte

Control table 0 01 

(Transmission/reception)

06 (Transmission length) (*)

1 00 (Reception offset) 00 (Transmission offset)

Transmission table 2 Slave@(1..247) 05 (Request code)

3 Address of the bit to write

4 Bit value to write
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(*) This byte also receives the length of the string transmitted after response

NOTE: 

This request does not need the use of offset.

The response frame is the same as the request frame here (in a normal case).

For a bit to write 1, the associated word in the transmission table must contain the 

value FF00H, and 0 for the bit to write 0.

Modbus Master: Write Word

This table represents Request 06.

(*) This byte also receives the length of the string transmitted after response

NOTE: 

This request does not need the use of offset.

The response frame is the same as the request frame here (in a normal case).

Reception table 

(after response)

5 Slave@(1..247) 05 (Response code)

6 Address of the bit written

7 Value written

Table

Index

Most significant byte Least significant byte

Table

Index

Most significant byte Least significant byte

Control table 0 01 

(Transmission/reception)

06 (Transmission length) (*)

1 00 (Reception offset) 00 (Transmission offset)

Transmission table 2 Slave@(1..247) 06 (Request code)

3 Address of the word to write

4 Word value to write

Reception table 

(after response)

5 Slave@(1..247) 06 (Response code)

6 Address of the word written

7 Value written
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Modbus Master: Write of N Bits

This table represents Request 15.

NOTE: 

The Tx Offset=7 will suppress the 7th byte in the sent frame. This also allows a 

good correspondence of words’ values in the transmission table.

Table

Index

Most significant byte Least significant byte

Control table 0 01 

(Transmission/reception)

8 + number of bytes 

(transmission)

1 00 (Reception Offset) 07 (Transmission offset)

Transmission 

table

2 Slave@(1..247) 15 (Request code)

3 Number of the first bit to write

4 N1 = Number of bits to write

5 00 (byte not sent, offset 

effect)

N2 

= Number of data bytes to write

= [1+(N1-1)/8], 

where [] means integral part

6 Value of the 1st byte Value of the 2nd byte

7 Value of the 3rd byte Value of the 4th byte

...

(N2/2)+5 (if N2 

is even)

(N2/2+1)+5 (if 

N2 is odd

Value of the N2 th byte

Reception 

table (after 

response)

Slave@(1..247) 15 (Response code)

Address of the 1st bit written

Address of bits written (= N1)
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Modbus Master: Write of N Words

This table represents Request 16.

NOTE: The Tx Offset = 7 will suppress the 7th byte in the sent frame. This also 

allows a good correspondence of words’ values in the transmission table.

Table

Index

Most significant byte Least significant byte

Control table 0 01 

(Transmission/reception)

8 + (2*N) (Transmission 

length)

1 00 (Reception offset) 07 (Transmission offset)

Transmission table 2 Slave@(1..247) 16 (Request code)

3 Address of the first word to write

4 N = Number of words to write

5 00 (byte not sent, offset 

effect)

2*N = Number of bytes to 

write

6 First word value to write

7 Second value to write

...

N+5 N values to write

Reception table 

(after response)

N+6 Slave@(1..247) 16 (Response code)

N+7 Address of the first word written

N+8 Address of words written (= N)
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Modbus Function Codes 23 (MB FC) - Read/Write Multiple registers and N Words

Description

The Read/Write Multiple Registers function code performs a combination of one 

read operation and one write operation in a single Modbus transaction.

NOTE: The write operation is performed before the read operation.

Holding registers are addressed starting at zero. Therefore, holding registers 1 to 16 

are addressed in the PDU as 0 to 15.

Request Parameters

The request specifies the starting address and the number of holding registers to be 

read as well as the starting address, the number of holding registers and the data to 

be written. 

The byte count specifies the number of bytes that will be written in the write date 

field.

The following tables gives the Read/Write Multiple Registers request parameter 

values:

N* is the quantity to write.

Response Parameters

The standard response contains the data from the group of registers that were read. 

The byte count parameter specifies the quantity of bytes that will be contained in the 

read data field.

Parameter Number of Bytes Values

Function code 1 Byte 0x17

Read Starting Address 2 Bytes 0x0000 to 0xFFFF

Quantity to Read 2 Bytes 0x0000 to approx. 0x0076

Write Starting Address 2 Bytes 0x0000 to 0xFFFF

Quantity to Write 2 Bytes 0x0000 to approx. 0x0076

Write Byte Count 1 Byte N* x 2

Write Registers Value N* x 2 Bytes
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The following tables gives the Read/Write Multiple Registers response parameter 

values:

N* is the quantity to write.

Error Parameters

The following table gives the values for the returned errors.

Transmission/Reception table

The following tables give the significant byte parameters for transmission/reception:

Parameter Number of Bytes Values

Function code 1 Byte 0x17

Byte Count 1 Byte N* x 2

Read Register Value N* x 2 Bytes

Parameter Number of Bytes Values

Error code 1 Byte 0x97

Exception code 1 Byte 01, 02, 03 or 04

Index Most significant byte Least significant byte

Control Table 0 01 (Transmission/reception) 12 + (2N) (Transmission 

length)

1 03 (Reception offset) 11 (Transmission offset)

Transmission Table 2 2 Slave address (1,,,147) 23 (Request code)

3 Address of the first word to read

4 X = Number of words to read

5 Address of the first word to write

6 N = Number of words to write

7 00 (Byte not sent, offset effect) 2*N = NB of bytes to write

8 First value to write

9 Second value to write

...

N+5 N value to write
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NOTE: This request code 23 is only avaible with Twido base TWDLCxx40DRF.

ReceptionTable(after 

reponse)

N+6 Slave address (1,,,147) 23 (Request code)

N+7 00 ( bytes added due to 

reception offset)

2*X = NB of bytes read

N+8 First word read

N+9 Second word read ( if X>1)

...

X+N+7 Word N read ( if N>2)

Index Most significant byte Least significant byte
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Modbus Function Codes 43/14 (MB FC) - Read Device Identification

Description

The Read Device Indentification function code retrieves the identification of a 

remote device as well as additional information relative its physical and functional 

description.

The Read Device Identification interface is modeled as an address space composed 

of a set of addressable data elements. The data elements are called objects 

identified by an object ID.

Device Identification Structure

The interface consists of three categories of objects:

Basic Device Identification - All objects of this category are mandatory:

VendorName

Product code

Revision number

Regular Device Identification - In addition to Basic data objects, the device 

provides additional and optional identification and description data objects. All of 

the objects of this category are defined in the standard but their implementation 

is optional

Extended Device Identification - In addition to regular data objects, the device 

provides additional and optional identification and description private data about 

the physical device itself. All of these data objects are device dependent.

The interface objects are summarized in the table below:

Object ID Object Name/Description Type M/O Category

0x00 VendorName ASCII string Mandatory Basic

0x01 ProductCode ASCII string Mandatory

0x02 MajorMinorRevision ASCII string Mandatory

0x03 VendorURL ASCII string Optional Regular

0x04 ProductName ASCII string Optional

0x05 ModelName ASCII string Optional

0x06 UserApplicationName ASCII string Optional

0x07

...

0x7F

Reserved Optional

0x80

...

0xFF

Optionally, private objects may be 

defined.

The range [0x80 - 0xFF] is 

product dependent.

Device 

dependent

Optional Extended
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Request Parameters

The request for Read Device Identification function code is composed of the 

following parameters:

Parameter Description

Function Code Function code 43 (decimal), 20x2B (hex).

Modbus 

Encapsulated 

Interface (MEI) type

Modbus Encapsulated Interface is assigned number 14 which 

identifies the read identification request interface.

Read Device ID Code Read Device ID Code: this parameter defines four access types:

01 - request to retrieve the basic device identification (stream 

access) 

02 - request to retrieve regular device identification (stream 

access)

03 - request to retrieve extended device identification (stream 

access)

04 - request to retrieve one specific identification object 

(individual access)

An exception code 03 is returned in the response if the Read Device 

ID Code is illegal.

Note: If the server is asked for a description level (Read Device ID 

code) higher than its conformity level, it must respond in 

accordance with its actual conformity level.

Object ID For Read Device ID Codes 01, 02 or 03 - stream access 

This parameter is used if a response cannot fit in a single response 

and several transactions (requests/responses) need to be 

generated in order to get the full response. 

The Object ID byte gives the identification of the first object to be 

retrieved.

For the first transaction, the Object ID must be set to 0 to obtain the 

beginning of the device identification data.

For the following transactions, the Object ID must be set to the 

value returned by the server in its previous response. 

If the Object ID does not match any known object, the server 

responds as though the Object ID had been set to 0 and restarts at 

the beginning.

For Read Device ID Code 04 - individual access 

The object ID identifies the object to be returned.

If the Object ID does not match any known objects, the server 

returns an exception response with exception code 02 (illegal data 

address).
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Request Parameters Value Table

The following values can be given to the request parameters:

Response Parameters

The table below describes the response parameters returned for Read Device 

Identification request:

Parameter Bytes Possible values

Function Code 1 byte 0x2B

MEI Type 1 byte 0x0E

Read Device ID code 1 byte 01, 02, 03, 04

Object ID 1 byte 0x00 to 0xFF

Parameter Description

Function Code Function code 43 (decimal), 20x2B (hex).

Modbus 

Encapsulated 

Interface (MEI) type

MEI is assigned number 14 which identifies the read identification 

request interface.

Read Device ID Code The Read Device ID codes returned are the same as the ones 

included in the request: 01, 02, 03 or 04.

Conformity Level Identification conformity level of the device and type of access 

supported:

01 - basic identification (stream access only)

02 - regular identification (stream access only)

03 - extended identification (stream access only)

81 - basic identification (stream access and individual access)

82 - regular identification (stream access and individual access)

83 - extended identification (stream access and individual 

access)

More follows For Read Device ID Codes 01, 02 or 03 - stream access 

If the response returned does not fit into a single response, several 

transactions may be required to send the response. The following 

applies:

00 : no more objects are available

FF : other identification objects are available and further Modbus 

transactions are required.

For Read Device ID Code 04 - individual access 

This parameter must be set to 00.

Next Object ID If More Follows is set to FF, this contains the identification of the 

next object to be requested. 

If More Follows is set to 00, this must be set to 00 (the parameter 

becomes useless). 
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Response Parameters Value Table

The following values can be given to the request parameters:

Error Parameters Value Table

The following values can be found in error codes returned:

Number of Objects Number of identification objects returned in the response.

Note: In the case of an individual access, Number of Objects is 

always set to 1.

Object0.Id Identification of the first object returned in the PDU (stream access) 

or the requested object (individual access).

Object0.Length Length of the first object in bytes.

Object0.Value Value of the first object (Object0.Length bytes).

......... .........

ObjectN.Id Identification of the last object returned within the response.

ObjectN.Length Length of the last object in bytes.

ObjectN.Value Value of the last object (ObjectN.Length bytes).

Parameter Description

Parameter Bytes Possible values

Function Code 1 byte 0x2B

MEI Type 1 byte 0x0E

Read Device ID code 1 byte 01, 02, 03, 04

Conformity level 1 byte

More Follows 1 byte 00/FF

Next Object ID 1 byte Object ID number

List of:

Object ID 1 byte

Object Length 1 byte

Object Value Object Length Value depends on the object ID

Parameter Bytes Possible values

Function Code 1 byte 0xAB:

Fc 0x2B + 0x80

MEI Type 1 byte 14

Exception code 1 byte 01 / 02 / 03 / 04


